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Abstract
We present quantum dynamics calculations of the diffusion constant of H2 and D2
along a single-walled carbon nanotube at temperatures between 50 and 150 K. We cal-
culate the respective diffusion rates in the low pressure limit by adapting well-known
approaches and methods from the chemical dynamics field using two different PES to
model the C–H interaction. Our results predict a usual kinetic isotope effect, with H2
diffusing faster than D2 in the higher temperature range, but a reverse trend at tem-
peratures below 50–70 K. These findings are consistent with experimental observation
in similar systems, and can be explained by the different effective size of both isotopes
resulting from their different ZPE.
1 Introduction
Nanostructured materials have received a lot of attention in the last years due to their unique
properties in fields such as mechanics, electronics, fluidics and storage technologies.1–8 In par-
ticular, their suitability as storage devices for small gaseous molecules has comprised a great
deal of the research in the field due to its direct environmental impact. For instance, danger-
ous pollutants or greenhouse effect compounds can be kept off the atmosphere, or clean fuels
such as hydrogen can be transported from production to consumption sites, thus spreading
its use.1,9–16 The study of these substrate-gas systems has led to the discovery of quantum
confinement effects, distortions of the molecular structure arising from the encapsulation in
cavities of the order of the nanometer.17 These effects have opened a new field of research,
which tries to understand them in order to design novel and better storage devices18–26
and find new technological applications. These applications include isotopic separation of
compounds, either by selective adsorption17,27 or kinetic effects,28 to nanoconfined tailored
reactions.29–31
Among all relevant molecules studied in the field of nanomaterial-gas interactions, hy-
drogen and its isotopologues are the most studied since the seminal work of Dillon et al. 14
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The reason for this is twofold: first, the obvious economical interest of hydrogen, which is
regarded as a potential fuel for the near future, much more efficient and environmentally sus-
tainable than current fossil fuels. However, its low density makes its storage in conventional
devices highly inefficient, and this has pushed the research towards the study of novel devices
to make the storage and transport feasible (See Ref. 11 and references therein). Secondly,
hydrogen stands as an interesting molecule itself due to its low mass, which makes quantum
effects much more highly noticeable and important than in the case of heavier atoms. A
specially interesting effect appearing when these molecules are confined in nanostructures
is the so-called quantum sieving, a large difference in the adsorption properties of two iso-
topologues due to their different zero point energy (ZPE). This effect has been posited as
a potential separation method between hydrogen and deuterium molecules.17,27 Inspired by
this discovery, several theoretical works have been performed studying the dynamics of a
hydrogen molecule in different nanometric cavities such as carbon nanotubes,23 zeolites32
or metal-organic frameworks (MOFs),21,33 most of them focusing on the study of a rigid
molecule with motion confined to a single unit cell of the material. Some of the milestones
in the field are the work of Beenakker et al.,17 which first described the quantum sieving
effect, and the work of Lu et al. 23 in which extreme confinement is presented. More recently,
Bacic and coworkers have made important advances in this field through the use of modern
potential energy surfaces to study new systems and compare their results with experimental
data,20,21 thus providing new evidence and explanations of the quantum confinement effects.
However, only few works have considered so far the motion of the molecule along the pe-
riodic dimensions of the different nanomaterials at full quantum level, being the two most
recent by Skouteris and Lagana` 34 and ourselves.19 The dynamics of the diffusion process
are important to explain an additional effect, the kinetic molecular sieving predicted by Ku-
mar and Bhatia 35 and experimentally confirmed by Nguyen et al. 36 and Contescu et al.,37
which involves a faster diffusion of D2 in front of H2 when confined in certain nanostruc-
tured materials. This trend, which opposes the usual kinetic isotope effect, could improve
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the separation of isotopologues. Although the quantum sieving effect on carbon nanotubes
has been previously studied by several groups from a stationary point of view,23,38 focusing
on the selective adsorption of D2 in front of H2, a simulation of the actual dynamics of the
diffusion in these materials at a quantum level is still missing.
In the present work, we make our first attempt to compute diffusion rates of molecular
hydrogen inside a carbon nanotube using quantum dynamics approaches. Although diffu-
sion is known to be one of the processes most affected by quantum confinement effects, full
quantum simulations in nanoconfined systems are still missing. On the other hand, diffu-
sion has been theoretically studied on heterogeneous gas-surface systems for a long time,
and diffusion rates have been calculated with quantum dynamics methods, which provides a
solid theoretical ground for similar studies on nanostructures. These methods range from the
development of specific master kinetic equations specific for diffusion processes39,40 to the
adaptation of chemical kinetics formalisms.41,42 Thus, our work focuses on the rigorous quan-
tum mechanical calculation of the diffusion rate constant for a single hydrogen or deuterium
molecule inside an (8,0) single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) through the adaptation
of the work of Zhang et al., who successfully reproduced the experimental behavior of a
single H atom on a copper surface using a fully quantum mechanical approach. In addition
to this, the comparison of H2 and D2 diffusion rates inside carbon nanotubes could provide
some additional insight on the sieving mechanism in other devices such as carbon molecular
sieves.
The paper is structured as follows. In the first section the theoretical background of
the study is described, including the approach used to calculate diffusion rates, an overview
of the flux correlation function formalism and the calculation of partition functions. Also,
a brief discussion on the model of the system and on the calculation method (the Multi-
configurational Time-dependent Hartree method) is presented. Section 3 is devoted to the
discussion of the actual results of the study, focusing on the computed diffusion coefficients.
The selectivity factor for the isotopologues’ adsorption is also calculated. Our results are
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summarized in Section 4, where the main conclusions are drawn.
2 Theoretical Methods
2.1 Diffusion rate calculation
The process of the diffusion of a gas in a condensed phase, for low temperatures and low
concentration of adsorbate, can be described by a hopping model 43,44 . In this model, the
diffusion rate D(T ) is considered to depend exclusively on the probability of a single molecule
crossing from one binding site i to another binding site j:
D(T ) = (1/2d)
∑
j 6=i
ki→j(T ) l2ij , (1)
with ki→j the hopping frequency from site i to j, lij the distance between binding sites, and
d the symmetry number of the system. A parallelism between this model of diffusion and
a chemical reaction can be established: in both cases we are concerned with the probabil-
ity to go from a given thermal equilibrium configuration (reactants) to another (products),
being both configurations separated by a potential energy barrier. There are nevertheless
differences, one of them being that in diffusion one has several equivalent sites at different
distances, while in a chemical reaction one is mainly concerned with one minimum of the po-
tential energy surface (PES). However, as pointed out in Ref. 43, usually the most important
hops occur between adjacent binding sites and Equation (1) can be simplified obtaining:
D(T ) = (l2/2d)khop(T ). (2)
The problem of diffusion is then reduced to the calculation of the hopping frequency between
two adjacent binding sites, khop.
Several methods are found in the literature to compute khop , either classically or using
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quantum mechanics. Within the classical mechanics framework, Molecular Dynamics (MD)
and Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) provide with methods for calculating either
khop or even directly the diffusion rate via velocity correlation functions. Taking advantage
of the similarities already outlined between chemical reactions and diffusion, other tools
such as Transition State Theory (TST), can also be used. This latter approach implicitly
implies two related approximations: the first one is the nearest neighbor approximation
already discussed, and the other is the uncorrelated hopping approximation, which implies
that once the substrate crosses the dividing surface it is directly considered as belonging to
the product channel. This means, as it is well known, that the TST hopping frequency is
an upper bound to the real khop , since no recrossing is allowed. On the other hand, specific
models have been proposed to find khop in the quantum dynamics formalism (see Ref. 43
and references therein). In the present work we follow the work of Light and coworkers,41
in which they calculated the hopping frequency using the Transition State Wave Packet
method.45 This approach is based on the use the flux correlation function formalism first
introduced by Miller.46 Even though we will use the same basic concepts, our calculation of
khop will rely on the calculation and propagation of the thermal flux operator eigenstates.
2.2 Description of the system
The model proposed for describing the diffusion of the hydrogen (or deuterium) molecule
along a nanotube consists on a full dimensional representation of a single diatomic molecule,
confined in the hollow cavity of a rigid (8,0) carbon nanotube made up from the concatenation
of 20 unit cells in order to be able to disregard edge effects. The unit cell’s geometry was
obtained from a CRYSTAL0947 optimization using the B3LYP functional and a 6-21G basis
set in a periodic model, obtaining a unit cell length and diameter of 8.07 and 12.08 bohrs,
respectively. Although the interaction between the structure phonons and the diffusion is
known to be an important factor in diffusion,43,44 we consider that the frozen structure model
is a reasonable assumption for a first approach to the problem.
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The system’s Hamiltonian is therefore a 6D operator with the form:
Hˆ6D = − h¯
2
2µH2
(
∂2
∂ρ2
+
2
ρ
∂
∂ρ
+
1
ρ2
∂2
∂θ2
+
1
ρ2
1
sin2 θ
∂2
∂φ2
)
− h¯
2
2mH2
(
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
+
∂2
∂z2
)
+
+ Vˆ (ρ, θ, φ, x, y), (3)
where ρ stands for the internuclear distance between the atoms in the diatomic molecule,
θ and φ represent respectively the polar and azimuthal angles of the molecular axis with
respect to the nanotube’s axis, and x, y, and z are the coordinates of the center of mass of
the molecule, being z coincident with the nanotube’s axis. The 6D PES is given by a sum of
Lennard-Jones pair interaction terms between the carbon and the hydrogen (or deuterium)
atoms to represent the dispersion forces, and a Morse potential to take into account the
covalent bond in the molecule:
Vˆ6D = VH−H(ρ) + VC−H(ρ, θ, φ, x, y, z), (4)
VˆC−H(ρ, θ, φ, x, y, z) =
2∑
i=1
NC∑
j=1
V LJi,j (dHi−Cj). (5)
The parameters used to model the covalent interaction are well known (De = 0.1746 hartree,
a = 1.0271 bohr−1 and Re = 1.4 bohrs). Instead, several sets of Lennard-Jones parameters
have been used in the past to model the C–H interactions in a nanotube. Among the
available Lennard-Jones parameters, we have first selected a set used by us in our recent
work,18,22,48 with σ = 2.82 A˚ and  = 0.0605 kcal/mol (this potential will referenced as Ref.
48 PES). Additionally, motivated by the large differences between the different potentials
reported by Garberoglio et al.,38 we have also used a second potential for our calculations.
We have chosen the Frankland-Brenner potential, with σ = 3.08 A˚ and  = 0.0549 kcal/mol
(FB PES). This potential was employed in Refs 23 and 38, predicting a remarkable quantum
sieving.
Relaxed projections of the two potential energy surfaces used in the present work are
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shown in Figure 1. The FB PES presents a tighter profile on the x dimension, which is
consistent with the higher barriers for both rotation (θ) and diffusion (z). This feature
suggests a slower diffusion when using the FB PES rather than the Ref. 48 PES. Note,
however, the energy scale of the potential energy cut along the z coordinate, which is of the
ordrer of few meV.
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Figure 1: Relaxed projection of the Ref. 48 (solid) and FB (dashed) potential energy surfaces
along the x (top–left), θ (top–right) and z (bottom) DOFs.
2.3 Flux correlation functions and direct rate constant calculation
The methodology used to calculate the hopping frequency in the present work is explained
in the present section. Note that atomic units are assumed throughout this section. For a
complete discussion on the method in the context of chemical reactions, the reader is referred
to Ref. 49.
The general expression for a reaction rate is given as a Boltzmann thermal average of its
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cumulative reaction probability (CRP), N(E):
k(T ) =
1
2piQr(T )
∫ ∞
−∞
dEe−EβN(E), (6)
with β = 1/kBT . The calculation of this quantity through direct dynamics methods is
based on the correlation function formalism introduced by Miller and coworkers.46,50 In
the present work we use the approach by Matzkies and Manthe,51,52 where the cumulative
reaction probability is obtained as:
N(E) =
1
2
eβE
∑
fT0
fT0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′eiEte−iEt
′〈fT0 | eiHˆt
′
Fˆ e−iHˆt | fT0〉, (7)
or, alternatively, as:
N(E) =
1
2
eβE
∑
fT0/2
∑
f ′
T0/2
fT0f
′
T0
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞
−∞
dteiEt〈fT0/2 | eiHˆt | f ′T0/2〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (8)
In Eqs (7) and (8), fT0 and | fT0〉 stand respectively for the eigenvalues and eigenstates of
the thermal flux operator, FˆT0 = e
−βHˆFˆ e−βHˆ , and Fˆ is in turn the flux operator, defined as:
Fˆ = i
[
h, Hˆ
]
, (9)
where Hˆ is the system’s Hamiltonian, and h is a Heaviside function which separates reactants
from products. Note that in Eq (8) the reference temperature of the thermal flux operator
is divided by a factor of two. This equation may be used when the same flux operator is
employed to obtain the flux eigenstates and analyze their propagation and it implies that, for
a value of β = 1/kT0 we obtain information for temperatures equivalent to T0/2. Regarding
the Heaviside function, since we do not have a real chemical reaction but a diffusion process,
the dividing surface is placed at a value of the diffusion coordinate corresponding to a
saddle point of the PES separating two neighbor unit cells. Hence, we arbitrarily define the
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geometries at one side of this dividing surface as reactants, and the remaining as products.
Then, in order to take into account diffusion on both directions, we must multiply k(T ) by
a factor of two in order to obtain the hopping frequency khop .
Equation (9) can be rewritten in terms of the flux-flux correlation function, Cff (t, t
′) =∑
fT0
fT0
〈
fT0 | eiHˆt′Fˆ e−iHˆt | fT0
〉
:
N(E) =
1
2
eβE
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′eiEteiEt
′
Cff (t, t
′) (10)
This quantity and its time integral, the flux-position correlation function, Cfp, are central
since their shape and limits can be used as convergence criteria for the computation of
N(E). In our case, the following scheme has been used to compute a hopping frequency for
a diffusion problem:
1. Set a dividing surface at a maximum of the PES along the diffusing coordinate (the
nanotube’s axis).
2. Calculate the eigenstates of the thermal flux operator on this dividing surface at a
given reference temperature, | fT0〉.
3. Propagate the eigenstates and Fourier transform the matrix elements of the flux oper-
ator to obtain the CRP. In this step, each flux eigenstate contribution is weighted by
its corresponding degeneracy number depending on its rotational parity and whether
it is D2 or H2.
4. Obtain the hopping frequency by thermal averaging of N(E).
In the present work all these steps are carried out using the State-Averaged Multiconfig-
urational Time-dependent Hartree (SA-MCTDH) method by Manthe 53 using the Bielefeld
MCTDH software package, which is briefly discussed in Section 2.5.
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2.4 Partition function calculation
Once the CRP is obtained, according to Equation (6), the second term needed to calculate
a rate constant is the reactant partition function, Q(T ). In order to compute this term we
have relied on the assumption of separability of this system19 into a 1D diffusing degree of
freedom (DOF) and a set of five confined DOFs:
Q(T ) = qdif (T )qcon(T ). (11)
The diffusing term in Eq (11) is then evaluated following the standard quasiclassical approx-
imation for translational motion:
qdif =
(
2pimkBT
h2
) 1
2
L, (12)
where L is the length of the unit cell of the nanotube.
The calculation of the qcon(T ) can be carried out either with a semiclassical or a fully
quantum approach. Even though the semiclassical approximation is usually considered ac-
curate enough for diatomic molecules, either free or adsorbed on surfaces, for a confined
system it is not clear whether this model is reliable enough. For instance, the model relies
on the full separability of all the DOFs, which is known to be too harsh an assumption
on nanoconfined systems.18,22,23 For this reason, qcon is actually calculated as the trace of
the Boltzmann operator of the confined 5D Hamiltonian, Hˆcon(ρ, θ, φ, x, y). This operator is
equivalent to the one in Eq (3) but fixing the position along z at a -1.36 bohr, corresponding
to an energy minimum. In order to take into account the total symmetry of the system
with respect to particle exchange, the eigenstates of Hˆcon are classified according to their
rotational parity and multiplied by the corresponding degeneracy number:
qconf = ge
∑
∀n
e−βE
e
n + go
∑
∀n
e−βE
o
n , (13)
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where Een and E
o
n stand respectively for the energies of the eigenstates with even and odd
parity with respect to rotation, placing the energy origin at the bottom of the PES. As it
is discussed in the Results section, a comparison between the semiclassical and quantum
partition functions reveals a difference of several orders of magnitude, so the use of the latter
is fully justified in the present context.
2.5 MCTDH
As mentioned above, the SA-MCTDH method has been employed in the thermal flux eigen-
state calculation and corresponding time propagation. In the standard MCTDH method,54
a single wave function is represented as a sum of configurations Ansatz with the form:
Ψ(Q1, . . . , Qp, t) =
n1∑
j1=1
· · ·
np∑
jp=1
Aj1···jp(t)
p∏
k=1
ϕ
(k)
jk
(Qk, t), (14)
where each degree of freedom (DOF) k is represented by a set of low dimensional time-
dependent basis functions ϕ
(k)
jk
known as Single Particle Functions (SPFs). These SPFs are
in turn represented on a time-independent (primitive) basis set, usually consisting on DVR or
FFT grids, thus giving rise to the two layer representation of the total wave function, which
is behind the outstanding numerical efficiency of the MCTDH algorithm. The propagation
is then carried out by integration of a set of coupled equations of motion derived from the
Dirac-Frenkel variational principle.
The State-averaged Multiconfigurational Time-dependent Hartree (SA-MCTDH) is a
modification of the MCTDH method which represents a set of wave functions using a com-
mon SPFs set, which adapts at each time step to provide the best basis for the average of
the wave functions represented. This means that more SPFs will be needed than if the wave
functions were represented independently, but has the advantage that the effort to propagate
a set of wave functions is then roughly independent of the number of wave functions in the
set. Moreover, overlap operations between these functions are straightforwardly performed
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since they do not require projections on the SPF basis. This advantage is exploited to calcu-
late eigenstates of general operators by iterative diagonalization, and it has been effectively
used in high dimension systems.55
2.6 Simulation details
Three kinds of calculation were needed in order to obtain the diffusion rates for either the H2
or D2: 1) calculation of the 5D Hamiltonian eigenstates at a minimum of the PES to compute
the reactant partition function, 2) calculation of the thermal flux operator eigenstates with a
dividing surface set at a maximum of the PES and, finally, 3) the propagation of the latter for
a time long enough to ensure convergence of the results. In order to be able to span a large
temperature range, the thermal flux eigenstates were calculated and propagated for three
different reference temperatures, namely 75, 100, and 150 K, so a total of 7 calculations
were carried out on each PES. The wavefunction representation parameters (number of
SPFs, primitive functions and grid parameters for each degree of freedom) employed for the
calculation and propagation of the thermal flux eigenstates at 150K for the hydrogen molecule
using the Ref. 48 PES are found in Table 1. The details regarding the numerical convergence
and the basis used for the remaining calculations are given in the Supporting Information.
Note that the primitive grid is maintained in all sets of thermal flux eigenstates calculation
and propagation, but the number of SPFs changes. This is particularly noticeable in the
z coordinate, associated to the diffusion motion. A Complex Absorbing Potential (CAP)
was placed at both edges of the z coordinate grid, with a length of 9 bohr, to avoid aliasing
during the propagation step.
It is worthwhile pointing out that the grid on the z coordinate is large. This is done in
order to allow a good description of the dynamics before the wave packet is absorbed by
the CAP. This differs from the work in Ref. 41, where the CAP was placed just in the first
minimum after the dividing surface, thus making an uncorrelated hopping approximation
somewhat equivalent to a classical TST.
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Table 1: Quantum Dynamics of H2 confined in a (8,0) SWCNT at 150 K and
using the Ref. 48 PES: Basis set and grid MCTDH representation for the cal-
culation of thermal flux eigenstates and time propagation.
DOF
Number of SPFs Primitive grid
Eigenstates Propagation Num. Points Type Range
ρ 2 2 32 FFT 0.5–5.0 a0
θ 5 5 64 cot-DVR 0–pi/2
φ 7 7 64 FFT 0–2pi
x 3 4 32 FFT -3.5–3.5 a0
y 3 4 32 FFT -3.5–3.5 a0
z 2 6 256 FFT -28.033–28.033 a0
3 Results and discussion
The calculation of the 50 eigenstates for the H2 molecule, using the Ref. 48 PES at a reference
temperature of 150 K, required 10 h of calculation in a 32-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-4620
0 @ 2.20GHz processor, while 9 h were needed for D2 under the same conditions. With
this number of eigenstates, the last (50th) eigenvalue was, in all cases, at most 5 orders of
magnitude smaller than the first one. This guarantees that all relevant flux contributions
were taken into account for the calculation of N(E). The subsequent propagation of these
flux eigenstates for 500 fs took 105 h for H2 and 76 h for D2 in the same machine for a
reference temperature of 150 K. Similar times were required for the calculation carried out
under the remaining reference temperatures and with the FB PES.
For the sake of clarity, we focus the following discussion on the results obtained using
the Ref. 48 PES. The detailed results corresponding to the FB PES can be found in the
Supporting Information, and here only the final diffusion coefficients and selectivities will be
discussed.
The flux-position correlation function obtained for the H2 diffusion simulation at T=150 K
is shown in Figure 2. Note that a plateau is reached at ∼ 200 fs, although a small decrease
can be observed after 300 fs. This could be due to recrossing effects at very large times, but
nevertheless we consider that the function is smooth enough to obtain relevant information.
On the other hand, Cfp for the deuterium molecule in the same conditions is shown in Fig-
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Figure 2: Total flux-position correlation function for the diffusion of H2 along an (8,0) carbon
nanotube at T=150 K, using the Ref. 48 PES.
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ure 3. Note the difference in scale between both figures, with the flux-position correlation
function for D2 being three orders of magnitude larger than the one for H2. In this case
there is no sign of decreasing of the function, which remains flat at t> 200 fs.
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Figure 3: Total flux-position correlation function for the diffusion of D2 along an (8,0) CNT
at T=150 K, using the Ref. 48 PES.
A Fourier transform of the flux-flux correlation function yields the Cumulative Reaction
Probability, N(E), (see Eq. (7)). This function is plotted as a function of the total energy for
the hydrogen and deuterium systems in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The total cumulative
reaction probability, in the darkest color at each figure, increases gradually starting from
a certain energy threshold. At first glance a higher energy threshold is identified in the
case of H2 diffusion with respect to D2. However, given the low energy barrier (11 cm
−1 in
Ref. 48 PES and 37 cm−1 in FB PES) the different energy threshold observed in the CRP
plots can be mainly attributed to the different ZPE of the reactants (2534 cm−1 ∼ 0.31 eV
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for H2 and 1820 cm
−1 ∼ 0.22 eV for D2 in the Ref. 48 PES). Nevertheless, calculating the
adiabatic energy barrier (i.e. considering the ZPE of both reactant and activated complex)
reveals that this quantity is slightly higher in the case of H2 (58 cm
−1) than in the case of
D2 (45 cm
−1). This difference in the adiabatic energy barrier can be related to the different
vibrational amplitude of both isotopologues’ wave function. A smaller vibrational amplitude
for D2 (lower ZPE), compared to that of H2, results in a less corrugated potencial for the
heavier molecule as it diffuses along the nanotube. A similar reasoning has been employed
by Kumar and Bhatia when studying the quantum confinement effects affecting H2 and D2
adsorption and diffusion inside a ρ zeolite.35
Another difference between both systems is the rate of increase of N(E), which is steeper
for D2 than for H2. This issue can be explained by decomposing the total CRP into in-
dividual probabilities resulting from the flux eigenpairs contributing to the process (25 in
this case). In the figures, the individual contribution corresponding to the first five flux
eigenstates are depicted together with the CRP, showing the reason for the different pattern
between both isotopologues: the density of states participating in deuterium is much larger
than in hydrogen, thus explaining the faster increase of the total CRP. The individual con-
tributions oscillate around a probability of ∼ 1, which may be an indication of recrossing
effects. It must be pointed out that these contributions are not weighted by the orto/para
symmetry degeneration numbers. The CRP obtained at the three reference temperature
values sampled are essentially the same, as it can be seen in Figures 6 and 7. In these Figures
the total N(E) is shown for the three values of β. Note, however, that the oscillations in the
CRP at high energies are more important for the calculation employing a lower reference
temperature, which indicates an increasing numerical error. This is the reason why several
reference temperatures must be sampled in order to span a larger temperature interval.
The partition functions were initially calculated using both a semiclassical and a quan-
tum approach. The results obtained with both methodologies were not consistent, with
differences of several orders of magnitude in their values even at low temperatures. This
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Figure 4: Total (darkest) and the five lower-energy individual reaction probabilities for the
diffusion process of H2 along an (8,0) carbon nanotube at a reference temperature of 150 K,
using the Ref. 48 PES. Symmetry numbers due to the rotational parity of H2 are not take
into account in the curves.
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Figure 5: Total (darkest) and the five lower-energy individual probabilities for the process of
diffusion of D2 inside an (8,0) carbon nanotube at a reference temperature of 150 K, using
the Ref. 48 PES. Symmetry numbers due to the rotational parity of D2 are not taken into
account in the curves.
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Figure 6: CRP for the H2@(8,0) system at the different temperatures sampled: T=75 K
(solid line), T=100 K (dashed line) and T=150 K (dotted line). Symmetry numbers due to
the rotational parity of H2 are not included.
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Figure 7: CRP for the D2@(8,0) system at the different temperatures sampled: T=75 K
(solid line), T=100 K (dashed line) and T=150 K (dotted line). Symmetry numbers due to
the rotational parity of D2 are not included.
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fact can be explained by the different ZPE resulting from both approaches: to calculate a
semiclassical partition function, one relies on the full separability of the system. Considering
this assumption, the total ZPE is the sum of the vibrational ZPE and the ZPE appearing due
to the confining potential in x and y, which, in our case, is modeled as a harmonic oscillator.
However, as it is seen in Figure 1, the potential along x and y is significantly anharmonic. In
addition to this, as it was reported by one of us,22 the coupling between the rotational and
translational degrees of freedom has a relevant effect on the ZPE of a nanoconfined system.
These differences are enough to significantly change the value of the partition function at
low temperatures, and for this reason only the results obtained with the quantum approach
are shown hereafter.
After thermal averaging the CRP to obtain the hopping probability, diffusion rates are
obtained for both H2 and D2 according to Eq (1). The results are shown in Fig. 8 as an
Arrhenius plot. The data obtained at three reference temperatures using Eqs (7) and (8)
is merged in order to span a broader temperature range from 50 to 155 K. No attempt has
been made to go below this temperature, since it is expected that intermolecular interac-
tions become increasingly important below this point. Additionally, the same diffusion rates
have been calculated using Transition State Theory, obtaining similar results to those cal-
culated by rigorous quantum dynamics. The TST results can be found in the Supporting
Information.
Similarly to what has just been discussed, we have computed the corresponding parti-
tion functions, CRPs and hopping frequencies for the self-diffusion of H2 and D2 along an
(8,0) CNT using the FB potential. Detailed results are available in the SI and the final diffu-
sion coefficient values are shown in Fig. 8. Concerning the intermediate data (SI), we would
like to mention that there are noticeable differences between the CRPs obtained from both
surfaces, presenting a slightly larger energy threshold and a much lower density of states in
the case of the FB potential. Nevertheless, the final diffusion rates obtained with both PES
are comparable, with a difference of less than an order of magnitude. This seems to imply
22
that, even though the PES affects the calculation of the CRP and the partition functions,
the effects compensate one another, thus providing a similar final result.
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Figure 8: Calculated diffusion rates for hydrogen (blue) and deuterium (red) along an (8,0)
carbon nanotube for the Ref. 48 (solid) and FB (dashed) PES. The data obtained using
different reference temperatures of 75, 100 and 150 K are combined to span the 50-155 K
temperature range. Grey markers correspond to the experimental H2/D2 diffusion data in a
CMS, extracted from Ref. 36.
The activation energy for the diffusion process is estimated from the slope of the diffusion
constant values plotted in Fig 8. The calculated values, shown in Table 2, show that this
activation energy is higher for H2 than for D2 for both PES studied. This supports our
discussion on the reaction probability plots and the corresponding adiabatic energy barriers.
As a consequence of this difference in Ea, a reverse kinetic isotope effect appears at low
temperatures, i.e., even though at high temperatures H2 diffuses faster than D2, at a certain
point in the cold temperature range, this trend is inverted and D2 starts to diffuse faster
than H2. This point is located around 50 K for the Ref. 48 PES, and approximately at 62 K
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for the FB PES. At the lowest temperature reached by our calculations, deuterium diffusion
rate is just slightly larger than hydrogen’s, but the difference is expected to increase at even
lower temperatures. In order to illustrate this effect, the ratio of diffusion rates (DD2/DH2) is
plotted in Figure 9 as a function of temperature, for both PESs object of study. This function
evidences an increasingly faster D2 diffusion with respect to H2 as the temperature is lowered,
until for temperatures below 60–50 K the ratio is inverted. The effect is particularly more
noticeable in the case of the FB-PES. This trend is consistent with the experimental diffusion
rates obtained by Nguyen et al. in a Takeda 3A Carbon Molecular Sieve.36 The experimental
data are shown in Figure 8 only for qualitative comparison purposes. Comparing the results
obtained on both Ref. 48 and FB PESs, the larger sieving effects and the higher temperature
at which the inversion of the diffusion rates ratio takes place is consistend with the fact that
the potential energy barrier is ∼ 4 times larger in the FB PES than in the Ref. 48. Despite
the quantitative differences, the fact that two inherently different systems such as a CMS
and a SWCNT present such a similar qualitative behavior regarding the diffusion of H2 and
D2 is promising for the development of new molecular sieves taking advantage of the kinetic
separation.
Table 2: Activation energies, in cm−1, for the diffusion of H2 and D2 inside an
(8,0) CNT for the two PES employed.
Ref. 48 PES FB PES
H2 77 107
D2 60 94
At this point it is interesting to consider again the selective adsorption mentioned in
the introduction. The quantum sieving effect between isotopologues has been traditionally
related with the selective adsorption of the heavier species (D2) over the lighter (H2) due to
the difference in ZPE for both species.17,23,38 This magnitude is represented by the selectivity
factor, S0, defined as a ratio of equilibrium constants for the adsorption process of both
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Figure 9: Ratio between the diffusion rates of D2 and H2 inside an (8,0) carbon nanotube
calculated using the Ref. 48 PES (solid line) and the FB PES (dotted line).
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species implicated:
S0(2/1) =
K2
K1
=
Qads,2Qfree,1
Qads,1Qfree,2
. (15)
We have calculated this quantity using our partition functions as explained before. The
resulting selectivity factor is shown in Figure 10 for the both Ref. 48 (top panel) and FB
PESs (bottom panel). The latter is compared with the results from Ref. 23 on the same
PES. Note that there is a significant difference between both PES, the FB-PES predicting a
larger adsorption selectivity. This finding was also reported by Garberoglio et al. in Ref. 38.
Focusing on the FB potential, our S0 is in good agreement with the one reported by Lu et al..
The difference at lower temperatures can be related with the different Hamiltonian model
used: while they considered a 4D Hamiltonian, freezing the internuclear distance, we treat
all DOFs, thus allowing all couplings to appear. Additionally, the slightly different structure
of our optimized nanotube with respect to the one used in previous works may lead to subtle
changes in the global PES, further explaining the differences between our calculations.
4 Summary and conclusions
In the present work we have calculated the diffusion constant for two isotopologues of molecu-
lar hydrogen (H2 and D2) inside a SWCNT using, for the first time, full-dimensional quantum
dynamics methods within the single hopping and rigid structure approximations. Two dif-
ferent sets of LJ parameters have been used to model the H–C interaction potential. The
diffusion constants obtained by quantum dynamics are similar regardless of the PES used,
even though the electronic barriers for diffusion differ by a factor of 4. The general trend
is a faster self-diffusion of H2 in front of D2 at high temperatures, with this tendency being
inverted below 60 K. This difference can be explained in terms of the activation energy,
which is higher for hydrogen, in part due to its larger effective size resulting from a higher
ZPE.
It is also found that the computed diffusion rates qualitatively agree with experimental
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Figure 10: Selectivity factor, S0, as a function of temperature for the Ref. 48 (upper panel)
and the FB (lower panel) PES. The latter coincides greatly with the one obtained by Lu
et al. 23 (dashed line).
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results obtained in carbon molecular sieves,36 even though CMS and CNTs are not strictly
comparable systems due to their different structures. The FB PES gives results more similar
to experimental data obtained in similar nanostructured materials, which suggests that this
potential parameters might be more reliable. We do reproduce previously reported quantum
sieving effects in the selectivity factor, S0, showing a preferred adsorption of D2 with respect
to H2.
The full quantum dynamics formalism used here provides reliable results and gives in-
sight of the diffusion process of light molecules and its isotopologues with valuable detail.
Investigation should be now focused on the improvement of the interaction model between
the nanotube and the confined molecule, in order to see further effects.
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